
Despite its rich history and astonishing 
beauty, the Duluth harbor in Minnesota is 
notorious as a site for human trafficking, 
particularly of indigenous women and 
children. With limited access to resources, 
women and children are incredibly 
vulnerable to being trafficked and face 
severe psychological and physical harm. 
Society has a responsibility to take 
action, raise awareness, and protect 
these vulnerable populations.

Utilizing architecture as a catalyst, Safe 
Harbor seeks to challenge the invisibility 
of human trafficking and provide space for 
innovative, conscious-raising solutions 
to eradicate entrenched exploitation.
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Implement simulation-
based training 
workshops to assist 
users in understanding 
how to effectively 
help victims of human 
trafficking

Provide spaces and 
opportunities for 
healing and community 
engagement for 
survivors of human 
trafficking

Fulfill the current need 
for education and 
awareness surrounding 
human trafficking 
through exhibition 
space 
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To achieve the white, undulating texture of the 
exterior, glass fiber reinforced polyester panels are 
implemented within the design, accompanied by a 
space frame system and concrete structure.

Perforated metal facadePerforated metal facade

Inspired by the END IT movement, the perforated 
metal facade becomes a loud, visual message to 
call society’s attention to the plight of human 
trafficking. 

DetailsDetails

1. Concrete Slab
2. Mullion
3. Glass
4. Metal Fin
5. Service Walkway
6. Perforated Aluminum

DetailsDetails

1. FRP panel
2. Space Frame
3. Rigid Insulation
4. Double Glazed Unit
5. Mullion
6. Panel Frame
7. Panel Bracket

The overused, stereotypical portrayals of human trafficking create a standard that 
often neglects the different types of exploitation. To account for such inaccuracy, 
Safe Harbor seeks to showcase uplifting art from anti-trafficking organizations 
and survivors. The “Rise of the Butterfly” uses art as a catalyst to intersect art 
and activism to create a world in which human trafficking no longer exists.

SAFE HARBOR

The END IT movement is a coalition of leading 
organizations seeking to end human trafficking 
through awareness prevention, rescue, and 
restoration. 

maker space maker space The application of art therapy to enhance resilience and empowerment for survivors of human trafficking and create anti-trafficking artifacts for the community yoga therapy yoga therapy Providing trauma-informed yoga for survivors of human trafficking

workshop workshop Anti-trafficking simulation-based exercises to foster community collaboration

Contemplative spaceContemplative space safe harbor lobbysafe harbor lobby

rise of the butterfly exhibitrise of the butterfly exhibit

5,7125,712
cases of Missing and
Murdered Indigenous

Women & children were 
reported in 2016

of them were logged 
in the DOJ database

only 116only 116

is one of the most effective 
weapons in battling human 
trafficking

transparency

don’t discriminate; 
trafficking exists in most
communities
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Scan the QR code for additional information 
pertaining to Safe Harbor: Recontextualizing 
Architectural Design To Engage Society in 
Combatting Human Trafficking

Elevations | 1” = 20’

Sections | 1/16” = 1’-0”

Floor Plans | 1/16” = 1’-0”

Site Plan | 1” = 80’

Figure 01  |  End It Movement, photo credit | ECPAT-USA

Figure 02  | Don’t Close Your Eyes, photo credit | n.d. Figure 03 |  Love from the Roots, photo credit | Layla Love Figure 04 |  A Thousand Open Doors, photo credit | Layla Love
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Figure 05  | MMIW, photo credit | Brit Ellis Figure 06  | Seeding Sovreignty, photo credit | Jackie Fawn
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Figure 07  |  End It Movement, photo credit | ECPAT-USA
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